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this new interface is available in the new mes, from april 1st 2020, for all customers who will
connect to the new virtualization platform. proposing new features to existing interfaces requires
an approval process. processes for new versions, design changes, adjustments and issues follow

well-defined steps. the life cycle of interfaces is precise and fully documented. in the project
vergleich von modelcheckern und programmierung von eigenen regelstzen, the model checkers

solibri, desite md pro and tekla bimsight were compared at the bim-lab of the university of
wuppertal in terms of their function and the rule sets they contain and documented in tabular

form. based on the comparison, the rule sets contained in solibri were programmed in desite md
pro. solibri contains 150 ready-made rule sets that the user can transfer to his own model. the
user can also write his own rules. desite md pro, on the other hand, contains only three ready-

made rule sets. but with the api interface, you can also program your own inspection rules here.
tekla bimsight does not have such an api interface. the client api

microsoft.crm.unifiedinterface.iworkforceserviceclient no longer exists. the unified interface does
not allow the execution of a work flow or the call of a web service. the unified interface is not able
to call these apis. the client api microsoft.xrm.sdk.client.organizationserviceclient does not exist.

in addition to what was mentioned above, the unified interface is not able to call this api. all
unified interface activities are executed on the sandbox environment. for example, the unified

interface does not allow you to call client apis that call out to partner cloud services. if you do not
have your own sandbox environment, you should delete the sandbox instance of the dynamics

365 organization service or reconfigure your sandbox to make it work in your cloud.
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the target group for the use of the device include individuals in scenarios, in which automated
driving occurs, such as in the context of the european intelligent driving initiative (idi), in which
traffic drivers plan for automated driving in a hazardous environment in the framework of the

horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. therefore, the steering wheel is integrated in
a suitable manner, and the sensor technology is planned for this integration. once the target

group for the usage of the sensor has been evaluated, the salt will be in a position to benefit this
group and their users. the new portal is based on a drag-and-drop structure, which makes it easy
for customers to exchange vehicle and engine-related data with the service professionals and can
also be used to easily process, for example, the inspection of a vehicle. the dealer tools interface
creates real time overviews of a manufacturer’s products, as well as the psa-engineered vehicles
it is installed in. whether your dealership has a large or small fleet, you can easily see up-to-date
information on a single screen. the idi�s tree page, home or current vehicles page enables you to
view important dealership data in a tree-style view. the dealer tools are quick and intuitive, which
makes the process of creating the ideal web page and customizing it for your dealership simple.
all entities supported in unified interface are now enabled for the interactive experience in the

new customer service hub app. this implies that the entitymetadata. isinteractioncentricenabled
property, which indicates whether an entity can be enabled for interactive experience, is no

longer relevant. the corresponding setting for this property in the customization tool, enable for
interactive experience, is removed, and the entitymetadata. isinteractioncentricenabled property

will be removed from the future version. 5ec8ef588b
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